A brief history of the Land of the Rising Sun
Japan’s origins aren’t entirely known. Apparently, the first settlers arrived in Japan from Korea
and Siberia some 30,000 years ago, when the islands were still connected to the mainland.
There may have been later migrations by sea from the Philippines and Polynesia.
The earliest signs of indigenous culture date back approximately 12,000 years. Findings
portray a culture of hunters and gatherers, which slowly evolved into an agricultural society,
and developed the world’s first ceramics some 5,000 years ago.
According to Japanese tradition, Japan was founded in 660 BCE by Emperor Jimmu Tenno,
who established the imperial dynasty that is linked to today's Emperors. Traditional Japanese
culture has it sources in the food and culture of rice and the iron and bronze technologies
brought by Korean immigrants around the year 300 BCE. Japanese writing has its roots in
the fifth and sixth centuries, after the Koreans introduced Chinese ideograms. They also
introduced Buddhism, which melded with other religions, including the local animist faith,
Shinto.
In the seventh century, the government was organized according to the Chinese model,
and the first strong Japanese state appeared in the eighth century. It held court in Kyoto,
and initiated Japan's Golden Age – a period that lasted until the High Middle Ages and the
power struggles between the generals and Shoguns. Medieval Japanese culture was marked
by 250 years of isolation from the West, when it ceased dealing with Portuguese traders in
the 1500s, and later cut itself off from European naval powers.
In the mid nineteenth century, the U.S. Navy forced Japan to open its doors to Western trade.
Although the initial outcome was instability, it eventually led to the adoption of Western
institutions and the development of an industrial nation that defeated Russia and seized control
of Korea and Taiwan. Japan joined the German-Italian Axis in World War II, which led it
to adopt a pacifist constitution in 1947. Protected by the U.S. military during the Cold War,
Japan’s policy of industrial development led it to become a foremost economic powers.
Japan – the name means “source of the sun” - is a narrow island nation 3,300 km long. It
is divided into five main islands, 400 smaller islands and over 6,000 tiny islands. It covers
377,900 square km. It is slightly larger than Germany, but because it is mountainous, only
18% of its terrain is habitable. Japan’s 130 million inhabitants live in huge, heavily populated
cities. In fact, Japan is the densest country in the world: 336 people per square kilometer,
compared to 305 in India.

in countries such as the U.S. and Germany. In the 1960s
and 70s, these investments, backed by the local savings
pool, were needed because Japan was competing with
very high income countries. The Economist noted that
today, since Japan is a high-income country, there may
be an over-investment of available capital in unprofitable
or low-return ventures.
Despite its singular power in world trade, Japan is guarded
when it comes to foreign trade. In 2003, for instance,
international trade reached only 18% of Japan's GDP,
compared to 51% for Germany and 60% for China. This is
due to official and unofficial limits on exports, still in place
despite pressure from the U.S. and Japan's other trading
partners, who haven't been able to make a dent in Japan’s
protective tariffs for less profitable industrial sectors, such
as food, textiles and paper. This relative protectionism is
perceived as an underlying cause of Japan’s persistent
economic problems, and the low level of productivity in
less competitive industrial sectors.
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Reading between the lines
Learning the rules is the first rule for doing business
in Japan:
An Israeli executive negotiating with a Japanese
colleague received an especially long answer to his
question. The answer was punctuated with motions and
gestures. The Japanese interpreter surprised the Israeli
by translating the flood of words to a simple “no”.
“If the Israeli had been familiar with Japanese business
culture, he would have known that the Japanese avoid
answering in the negative,” says Vered Farber, president of
Japan Knowledge. “Instead, they'll make inferences. That's why a professional is
essential. A good interpreter translates meaning and culture, not just language.
Japan Knowledge was founded six years ago as a one stop shop for firms doing
business with Japan. Farber, who earned her B.A. in Business and her M.A. in
Japanese, lived in Tokyo for seven years, studied Japanese in depth and held a
number of business positions, including assistant manager in a Japanese advertising
agency. She utilizes everything she learned to advise Israeli companies: “Knowing
the rules is vital,” she explains.
In her opinion, issues of culture play a considerable role: “In Japan, there is no
second chance to make a first impression. It is very important to avoid mistakes
from the start, rather than correct them as you go along. The Japanese won't forget
your mistakes. It may not sabotage a good deal, but it will hurt your long-term
relationship. Japanese businesspeople set great store in reliability, commitment,
politeness and respect. A Japanese businessperson will never be late, interrupt
or dodge a question. Breaches of etiquette are simply insulting.”
Farber stresses the value of proper instruction, including consistent guidance
through the business process. Signing the contract was just the beginning for
an Israeli software company: “It was clear that if the development people didn't
understand the Japanese, they wouldn't be able to adapt the product for Japanese
end users.”
Among the subjects of instruction covered by Japan Knowledge: Japan do's
and don'ts; your first 72 hours in Tokyo; how to negotiate; and business codes and

ethics. Farber notes that these topics are also appropriate for companies already
working in Japan.
The company’s broad range of services include:
•|Business consulting – including identifying business partners and accompanying
the process
•Understanding Japanese business culture: workshops, seminars, lectures and
training

• Translations and interpreters for both languages
• Japanese language school – for businesspeople, adults and children (“they want
to understand the tv cartoons”)
• Enrichment and leisure – staff events from sushi preparation to Japanese
calligraphy and trivia.
• Guidance for families relocating to Japan
Farber notes, “Over 50% of relocations fail due to personal or family problems.
Adjusting to a new country is especially difficult for spouses and children. My
own experience has made me familiar with the problems—and enabled me to
develop the tools to resolve them. Japan Knowledge offers a 'soft landing' family
preparation program. Guidance includes 'survival' level Japanese language
instruction, important customs and various tips. We do our best to help the spouses
feel excited about the move.”
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